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Fairline
TARGA 48 OPEN

The eyes of South Africa, and indeed the world, have been
waiting to feast on the most majestic arrival for the big boat
market. But wait no longer, as the stunning 2015 Fairline Targa
48 cruiser has arrived – and she’s most certainly in a class of her
own! Boating World’s MD, Derrick Levy, knows his boats – and
for Derrick to wait with bated breath for this sports cruiser, which
has taken Europe by storm, means that this vessel is sure to be
a step even further beyond the company’s successful line up.
WORDS BY DEAN CASTLE
PICTURES COURTESY OF BOATING WORLD
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oating World’s very own
marine legend, Derrick Levy,
has a unique ability for picking
boats which go on to become
boat of the year – and the
new addition to their stable, the Fairline
Targa 48 Open, seems set to take the title
hands down. This Targa is destined to be a
favourite the world over and Derrick, like
a true boating savant, has been convinced
from the get-go that this craft would suit
south Africa’s pristine coastline perfectly,
while captivating local enthusiasts.
Fairline has become known for their
opulence, and the Targa 48 doesn’t
disappoint. There’s simply no lack of
attention to detail, and like her siblings
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before her, this model is bursting with
luxurious fittings, exhilarating power and
true al fresco living.
The Fairline factory has become more
advanced than ever and has teamed up
with new designers to create this – their
first boat which is actually designed
around the Volvo IPS pods – to combine
ride extravagance and exceptional
manoeuvrability, all wrapped up in a
sumptuous package.

Deck layout
The optional extras list for the Targa 48
is exceptionally long. Perhaps nearly as
lengthy as the standard options list, which
already contains more than enough to

satisfy the most arduous of boat buyers.
The extras are pricey though and you
could ultimately rather opt to purchase a
few rare, classic bottles of whiskey from
the Bascule Bar in Cape Town – but none
would carry as much class as anything with
a Fairline badge on it. As I saw this cruiser,
she is perfectly fitted with everything you
could need as well as a few ‘nice to haves’.
I’ve seen some small 48-footers before,
but on this Targa, spaciousness is an
endless commodity. With her panoramic
windows and free-flowing sociable
areas both inside and out, this boat gives
you the feeling of being truly out in
the open. The spacious cockpit, with a
generous sunpad aft, a dining area with a
cantilevered folding table (which can be
completely stored out of the way under
the seat) midship, and sumptuous helm
station mean there’s plenty of seating
for passengers to relax and soak up the
ambience. And if the summer sun becomes
a bit overwhelming, a standard, electrically
powered canvas roof overhead can be
closed to keep the cockpit shaded yet airy.
When the sun sets and the mood begins
to tone down, passengers can stretch out
on the large bow or cockpit sunpads for a
snooze, or head into one of the two well
appointed cabins below deck where a level
of luxury is unsurpassed.
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Overnighting onboard allows sleeping
options for up to seven. The Targa 48 Open
boasts two en-suite cabins with scissorsstyle single beds in the forward VIP cabin
which can be easily drawn together to
form a double bed, while what I call the
impressive ‘Presidential’ master suite
midship, with its comfy double berth, has
an optional sofa which can be converted
into an additional bed.
In the saloon, which adjoins the two
cabins, you’ll find everything you need for
snacks or mealtimes. A full length fridge/
freezer is cleverly concealed by the walnut
wood finishing as well as storage areas
for all your necessary items. There is also
the option of turning the spacious leather
lounger in the dinette into a third cabin if
you need the sleeping accommodation.
Below deck, head room is never lower
than about 1.93 metres which is taller than
just about all of the people I know. Even
the showers and berths are full size which
doesn’t seem to be the standard these days.
On board, it is easy to see the immaculate
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attention to detail, from the taps and light
switches to the stitching in the material
and drawer systems. Should all this
lavishness get you a little hot under the
collar, just start the generator and switch
on the fitted air conditioner for a cool wash
of air throughout the cabins.

Performance
If for some inexplicable reason the Targa
48 Open’s looks don’t turn your head, her
power and solid ride will. She’s sure-footed
at every step and is highly responsive to the
controls. With exceptional turning ability,
she cuts through the water cleanly like a
true sports cruiser should – in fact, better
than just about any other in her category.
There’s little doubt that her new, dynamic
resin-infused hull has a lot to do with it –
being 30% lighter yet still as solid as ever.
Or perhaps it has all to do with this cruiser
coming from a company with possibly more
prestigious accolades than AB de Villiers.
Open up her powerful twin Volvo Penta
IPS 600 diesel engines, capable of a
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staggering 870 HP in total, and you’ll
get up to a top speed of around 32 knots
which is ideal for getting you to faroff destinations without the long-haul
feeling. Naturally, going fast is one thing,
but the way the Targa 48 actually handles
the water – both in the cruise and at top
speed – is what makes her exceptional.
This sports cruiser is truly unlike any other,
giving a smooth run with a strong push
as you glide across the ocean as though it
were silk.
This boat is equipped with IPS pod drives
which means easy, relaxed driving for the
skipper. And when you get back to the
marina, push, pull and twist the joystick
to control the pods around 360 degrees
to ease yourself into even the tightest of
parking spots.
At 48-foot, this Targa is big – so you can
imagine there is an almost infinite amount
of storage space throughout the craft.
There’s even a garage at the stern to house
the sporty 100 HP Williams Jet RIB 285
tender when it’s not on the water or resting
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on the stern bathing platform – which
offers a neat trick of its own; with a simple
control, the deck can be electronically
lowered into the water or raised either for
getting the Williams Jet into or out of the
water, or affording you a safe platform to
relax on while in the water. A quick pro
tip from the Editor: if you’re looking for
the most stable boat while you’re at rest,
lower the platform into the water to further
reduce lateral movement. Other options
include a submersible powered bathing
platform.
The Targa 48 Open felt solid, capable, and
it really builds your confidence as a seagoer. This is a machine designed for going
places, and that’s not surprising since it
comes from a company which, although
already on a strong footing, intends to
climb even higher than the rest of the pack.

Conclusion
There are simply not enough pages within
this magazine to go into the details of what
the Targa 48 Open offers. It has absolutely

boggled my mind from the moment I
stepped aboard to choosing the best of the
best features to write about in this review. I
could continue to tell you about the TV and
sound system, the ambient lighting, the
luxurious use of colour swatches, the wash
down hose and even the generous size
walk around passages; but when it comes
to a boat as prestigious as this, none of it
really matters. It’s an entertainers dream
and it’s something you will not be able to
resist falling in love with.
When all is said and done, the Fairline
Targa 48 Open is a boat which is
absolutely, 100% unfaultable – and being
too perfect is just one reason why this
sports cruiser has, and always will, get a
lot of attention.
Pricing of Fairline’s Targa 48 Open starts
at RXXXXXXXXX.
For more information, contact the
exclusive (and no doubt extremely
fortunate!) importers, Boating World on
(021) 418 0840 or email derrick@
boatingworld.co.za. LB
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